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Abstract
In this work we develop a simple, efficient, and compact au-
tomatic speech recognition (ASR) model based on purely 1-
dimensional row convolution (RC) operation. We refer to our
proposed model as 1-dim row-convolution LSTM (RC-LSTM),
where we embed limited future information to standard UniL-
STMs in 1-dim RC operation. We target fast streaming ASR so-
lutions and establish ASR accuracy parity with latency-control
bidirectional-LSTM (LC-BLSTM). We develop an application
of future information at ASR features and hidden layer stages.
We study connections with related techniques, analyze trade-
offs and recommend uniform future lookahead to all hidden
layers. We argue that our architecture implicitly factorizes train-
ing into orthogonal time and “frequency” dimensions for an ef-
fective learning on large scale tasks. We conduct a series of
experiments on medium scale with 6k hrs of English corpus,
as well as, large scale with 60k hrs training. We demonstrate
our findings across unified ASR tasks. Compared to UniLSTM
model, RC-LSTM achieved 16% relative reduction in word er-
ror rate (WER). RC-LSTM also achieved accuracy parity with
LC-BLSTM on large scale tasks at significantly lower latency
and computational cost.
Index Terms: Row Convolution, Speech Recognition, LSTM,
LC-BLSTM, BLSTM, Robust ASR

1. Introduction
Deep learning techniques have enabled new speech devices for
ever-growing applications. We strive for the highest accuracy
under reasonable constraints in computational cost and user-
perceived latency metrics. Over the years, speech research has
delivered significant advances for ASR. The long-short term
memory (LSTM) models in [1, 2, 3], and CLDNN in [4] have
improved DNN-based techniques in [5, 6, 7, 8].

Our objective in this work is to develop new acoustic model
(AM) architectures to better meet ASR metrics in accuracy, la-
tency and computational cost. We have already noted a pro-
gression of model structures in GRU [9], LSTM [10], BLSTM
[11, 12], LC-BLSTM [13, 14], cLTLSTM [15], and F&S AM
[16] with respective trade-offs in aforementioned ASR metrics.
BLSTMs provide substantial gains over LSTMs. LC-BLSTMs
constrain latency, retain a close accuracy parity with BLSTM
models, thus provide an approach to high accuracy streaming
ASR solution.

Our work borrows a key learning from BLSTM that fu-
ture information is crucial for ASR. We develop a 1-dim row
convolution structure to embed future information to UniLSTM
models for accuracy parity with LC-BLSTM. We have several
other motivations, (a) UniLSTMs are significantly simpler with
computational cost being 50% of that for LC-BLSTMs, (b) LC-
BLSTMs process the data in large batches that introduces dis-
continuities in the intermediate ASR hypotheses and impacts

user-perceived latency.
The significance of future information has also been noted

in recent studies. [17] applied future information for LSTM in
the context of developing mixed frame rate models with TDNN,
[15] applied future context to LT-LSTM models, [18] devel-
oped row convolution to the top hidden layer in CTC training
framework, and [19] applied it for GRU models. Among recent
studies, our work is more closely related to [18]. The key con-
tributions of our work include extending prior work to a simple
and effective 1-dim RC operation in UniLSTM framework. We
also develop a self-attention initialization for the row convolu-
tion parameters and report that to be critical for convergence
in models with long lookaheads. We investigate the role of fu-
ture information at ASR features and hidden layers, and report
related trade-offs. We also describe that our architecture implic-
itly factorizes training into orthogonal dimensions in time and
“frequency”. This efficiently uses the network parameters and
leads to effective learning on large tasks. Finally we achieve
accuracy parity with LC-BLSTMs on a large training with over
60k hrs of data.

The rest of this work is organized in following. We briefly
discuss our motivation for seeking new model structure in
Sec. 2. We describe future information sources, and develop
RC-LSTM with respect to 1-dim row convolution operation in
Sec. 3. We present our experiments and results in Sec. 4. We
conclude this work in Sec. 5.

2. ASR metrics and motivation
ASR consumers have following 3 key expectations from an
ASR system: high accuracy, minimal perceived latency, and
lower cost. ASR accuracy is a paramount metric; we build sys-
tems with the best possible accuracy that’s also robust to acous-
tic and environmental factors [20]. Latency too is a significant
ASR metric. Consumers expect a fast streaming ASR response
for intermediate as well as final recognition results. Lower ASR
computational cost too is critical metric for scalable ASR sys-
tems. We next benchmark few standard AMs along above ASR
metrics. We identify scenarios with significant gaps, and subse-
quently motivate RC-LSTM model to address those gaps.

2.1. Review of standard acoustic model structures

We review few relevant state-of-the-art AM structures, and
benchmark the models along the ASR metrics in Table 1.

2.1.1. UniLSTM

Deep long-short term memory (LSTM) recurrent cells (LSTM-
RNN) [1] are among widely used AM structures. We have made
significant advances over the years and built large scale ASR
systems with LSTM-RNN models. The LSTM-RNN models
constitute a few layers of LSTM cells along with a Softmax
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Table 1: Models vs. ASR metrics. Xmeets expectations. ‘+’
and ‘-’ are below expectations, though ‘+’ is relatively better.

Models Accuracy Latency Compute Cost
LSTM - X X
BLSTM X - -
LC-BLSTM X + -
RC-LSTM X X X

layer at top. The context-dependent tied triphones constitute
the acoustic states, and the model predicts a distribution of the
acoustic states for input speech features. As in Table 1, UniL-
STMs have the simplest structure. UniLSTMs do not have
lookahead requirements and lead to the smallest latency oper-
ations. UniLSTMs satisfy most of the ASR metrics except that
UniLSTMs have weaker accuracy than BLSTMs. In this work
we also use the acronym LSTM for UniLSTM.

2.1.2. BLSTM and LC-BLSTM

The Bidirectional LSTMs (BLSTM) incorporate a sequence of
forward as well as a backward LSTM cells. That aggregates
past and future information, and shows accuracy gains over
LSTMs. Furthermore, in comparison to LSTMs, BLSTMs are
2x in the model size as well as computation requirements. We
benchmark these metrics in Table 1.

LC-BLSTM improves latency aspects in BLSTM while re-
taining ASR accuracy. LC-BLSTMs achieve that by restricting
the forward and backward computation to batches of data. How-
ever processing the data in larger batches breaks natural conti-
nuity of intermediate ASR hypotheses. Above significantly im-
pacts the user-perceived latency for intermediate as well as final
ASR hypotheses. The LC-BLSTM computation with overlap-
ping data batches also increases the computational cost, as sum-
marized in Table 1.

3. Row convolution LSTM (RC-LSTM)
The physical movement of articulatory organs in human speech
introduce continuity and dependency of the current speech sig-
nal on past and future speech. This makes speech a very contex-
tual signal. BLSTM models benefit from the contextual nature
by using past and future context to predict the current acous-
tic states. We infer that encoding future information is a key
attribute of BLSTM models, and focus on leveraging future in-
formation in the context of much simpler LSTM models.

3.1. RC-LSTM future information sources

We discuss potential information sources for future information
in RC-LSTM, along with associated trade-offs.

(A) ASR Feature Level - ASR features provide a starting
framework to ingest future information. We can stack the cur-
rent frame with few future frames and train ASR models on
the stacked features. This doesn’t require changes to the core
LSTM evaluation, as all changes are isolated to the input stage.
The approach is also advantageous in data communication over
networks, where typically data is sent in packets of say 100 ms,
so ASR system can readily access a few future frames without
incurring hard latency.

(B) Hidden LSTM Outputs - Hidden layers provide a good
alternative [21], we can embed future information to all or par-
ticular hidden layers. One approach can be to splice current and

Figure 1: 1-dim RC-LSTM model. kth input for the next layer,
l + 1, depends only on kth output of the previous layer, l. This
information bottleneck implicitly factorizes the network along
time and “frequency” dimensions and reduces new parameters
from typically O(N2) to O(N).

few future hidden activations, and feed this to the next hidden
layer, as in [17]. However splicing significantly increases the
model size due to new parameters. In this work we pursue a
purely 1-dim convolution operation to minimize new parame-
ters and seek compact models that can also be used for adapta-
tion [22] purposes.

(C) Top layer activation and other combinations - Using
top layer activation in the context of CTC has been presented
in [18]. We can also extend the approach by jointly leverag-
ing future information to different combinations across feature,
hidden layer and top layer with layer-specific lookaheads.

3.2. Row convolution LSTM (RC-LSTM)

We motivated UniLSTMs in Sec. 2.1.1 and develop RC-LSTM
on UniLSTM foundations to optimize ASR metrics in Table 1.
Our baseline UniLSTM cells include special connections, e.g.
peephole and output projection, so for completeness and later
reference we describe our UniLSTM cell following [15] in:

ilt = σ(Wl
ixxlt + Wl

ihhlt−1 + pli ⊗ clt−1 + bli) (1)

flt = σ(Wl
fxxlt + Wl

fhhlt−1 + plf ⊗ clt−1 + blf ) (2)

clt = flt ⊗ clt−1 + ilt ⊗ φ(Wl
cxxlt + Wl

chhlt−1 + blc) (3)

olt = σ(Wl
oxxlt + Wl

ohhlt−1 + plo ⊗ clt + blo) (4)

glt = olt ⊗ φ(clt) (5)

hlt = Wl
hgglt (6)

The core input to the network is a sequence of ASR features
st at time t. The network has L LSTM layers, xlt is input vector
for the l-th layer, where x1

t = st. The output of the l-th layer is
hlt. The network is parametrized by a set of weight matrices in
Wl
.x, Wl

.h, and Wl
hg . The activation vectors are ilt, olt, flt, clt, the

bias vectors are bl., and, pli, plo, plf constitute peephole connec-
tions. We apply a projection matrix Wl

hg for lower-dimensional
outputs hlt. We refer to [15] for additional details.

Next we illustrate the core innovation in RC-LSTM with re-
spect to Fig. 1. We build on an application of row convolution to
the top hidden layer in [18], and propose to enrich the model ca-
pacity by uniformly distributing the total available lookahead to
all hidden layers in the network. We also extend [18] along new
dimensions. We argue that our proposed 1-dim row convolution
LSTM in Fig. 1 provides a simple and yet effective framework
to ingest future information in UniLSTMs. We document our
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Table 2: en-US Training data.

Tasks Training [hrs]
Medium scale 6000
Large scale 60000

1-dim RC-LSTM with respect to Fig. 1 in below:

xl+1
t [k] =

T∑
τ=0

αlτ [k]h
l
t+τ [k], l > 0, k ∈ [0, · · · ,K) (7)

where, k indicates a particular unit in K-dim output hlt. αlτ [k]
constitutes the 1-dim convolution parameters. We reiterate that
the kth input to the next layer xl+1

t [k] depends on only the kth

output in hlt[k] and its corresponding T future states. A larger
T embeds greater future information in the network and im-
plies larger user-perceived latency. We also document a few
attributes and significant implications of our work.

1. Smaller network due to fewer parameters: For a typi-
cal row convolution operation in [18] or TDNN in [17],
the kth input to the next layer depends on all outputs
from previous layer. That constitutes O(N2) parame-
ters. Whereas, our proposed 1-dim RC model requires
only O(N) parameters and leads to compact models.

2. Simplicity in network: We know that simplicity is ulti-
mate sophistication, and build simple 1-dim row convo-
lution operation on top of UniLSTMs. Furthermore in
contrast to window selection parameters in TDNN, we
uniformly apply the work to all hidden layers with iden-
tical T parameter, and achieve parity with LC-BLSTM.
Our design requires no investments in parameter selec-
tion or related tuning. Furthermore our design doesn’t
require additional work from layer trajectory in [15] and
greatly simplifies the model.

3. Time and “frequency” factorization in network: We ar-
gue that 1-dim RC operation creates an information bot-
tleneck by implicitly factorizing time and “frequency”
information. RC operation distills the information along
“time” dimension without access to “frequency” dimen-
sion, i.e. other hidden layer outputs. The core LSTM
layers learn from “frequency” information, without ac-
cess to time dimension. We believe above orthogonal
attributes are desirable and lead to effective training for
a large scale deep learning models.

3.2.1. Self-attention initialization for RC-LSTM αl0 parameters

It’s customary to initialize all the LSTM parameters with a cer-
tain distribution in a range, say [−0.05, 0.05]. In our work, we
embed a strong self-attention attribute in the RC-LSTM model
by initializing the α0 parameters in (7) as αl0[k] = 1 ∀ k, l.
This initialization is naturally motivated as RC-LSTM reduces
to LSTM with T = 0 and αl0[k] = 1 ∀ k, l. We report above
initialization to be critical for deep lookahead models.

4. Experiments and results
We conducted experiments on a large vocabulary en-US task
over medium and large scale tasks noted in Table 2. The
data is anonymized with personal identifiable information re-
moved. The data reflects a great variety of our usage scenarios

Table 3: WER [%] performance for RC models. System (A) uses
80-dim features, rest all use 160-dim. We also report WERR
[%] over System (B)

Models WER WERR Latency
[%] [%] [ms]

80-dim Baseline (A) 14.4 -1.4 0
160-dim Baseline (B) 14.2 - 0
(B) + 6 future features (C) 13.4 5.6 120
RC1 12.9 9.2 120
RC2 12.3 13.4 240
RC3 12.1 14.8 360
RC4 11.9 16.2 480

including close-talk, far-talk, natural conversation, command-
and-control, dictation, voice search, and call center tasks etc.
Our baseline is a standard 6-layers unidirectional LSTM model
with cross-entropy (CE) [5] training criterion. The LSTM cells
have 1024 memory units with 9k output acoustic states. Our
model evaluation applies frame-skipping. Our core ASR fea-
tures are 80-dim log-Mel features, with feature processing time
window as 25-ms with 10-ms window shift. We use a 5-gram
language model with vocabulary of over 1M words.

In Table 3 we report results on a medium scale training task
with over 6000 hrs of data. The evaluation consists of near-field
task with over 30 hrs of speech across devices. Our goal is to ob-
tain an initial assessment on RC-LSTM model, study the impact
of future lookahead parameter, and summarize the role of infor-
mation sources we discussed in sec. 3.1. We plan to arrive at
a final configuration for eventual comparison with LC-BLSTM
on large scale training tasks. In Table 3 we report 14.4% WER
for our baseline system (A) that uses 80-dim features. We also
report a stronger baseline (B) trained on 160-dim features [20]
by stacking 80-dim st to the preceding feature st−1 that was
skipped in our frame-skipping model evaluation. The 160-dim
features improved Baseline WER to 14.2%. We base the rest of
our work on 160-dim features.

In sec. 3.1 we noted embedding future information at ASR
features stage. To evaluate that we built on Baseline (B) by ad-
ditionally stacking 6 future feature frames. Note that each future
frame incurs 20 ms due to frame skipping, so stacking 6 frames
results in a latency of 120 ms. This system improved WER to
13.4%. Clearly incorporating future information at ASR fea-
ture stage is an effective approach. In sec. 3.1 we also moti-
vated exploring future information at hidden layer stages. Con-
sequently we trained RC-LSTM models with different uniform
lookaheads at each of the hidden layers. We reiterate that all the
models in this work is based on 6-layers UniLSTM with 1024
cells projected to 512 output units. In Table 3 “RC1” refers to
RC-LSTM with T = 1 for each of the 6 hidden layers. A di-
rect comparison for RC1 can be done with system (C), as both
systems have a lookahead of 6 future frames and incur 120-ms
latency. There RC1 model uniformly distributes the lookahead
to all hidden layers with T = 1 for every layer, whereas, sys-
tem (C) uses all 6 lookaheads at the ASR feature stage. RC1
improves WER to 12.9% and verifies our hypothesis that incor-
porating lookahead at hidden layers leads to stronger learning.
This can also be explained in the context that a lookahead at
hidden layers incorporates progressively richer information that
can be helpful for final training.

We expand our study by increasing lookahead T = 1 in
RC1 to larger lookaheads. Following the RC1 notation, RC2,
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Table 4: WER [%] performance for RC models with 120-ms
latency.

Models RC-TopLayer RC-Upper3Layers RC1
WER [%] 13.3 13.3 12.9

Table 5: Large scale evaluation of RC-LSTM (RC4) and LC-
BLSTM.

Models LC-BLSTM RC-LSTM
WER [%] 10.8 10.9

RC3, and RC4 in Table 3 respectively refer to RC-LSTM model
with T = 2, T = 3, and T = 4, for all 6 hidden layers. We
report continued gains with larger lookaheads and RC4 demon-
strates a very strong 16.2% WER relative reduction (WERR)
over our baseline (B). We also expanded system (C) by incor-
porating additional future frames but found that WER quickly
saturated.

We continued our developments by training a few looka-
head combinations in Table 4. There all models have an iden-
tical overall lookahead of 6 frames and consequently a latency
of 120 ms. “RC-TopLayer” follows [18] and develops an RC
structure with 6 future frames at the top LSTM layer, i.e. T = 6
for l = 6. In “RC-Upper3Layers” we embed identical future in-
formation to each of the upper 3 hidden layers, i.e. T = 2 for
l ∈ [4, 5, 6]. Table 4 demonstrates an additional evidence for
identical lookahead in RC1. We also tried a few other looka-
head combinations for 120-ms latency and concluded RC1 as
the best combination. We have also tried few lookahead con-
figurations in the context of other RC models in Table 3, and
found that our uniform lookahead recommendation generalized
to those models as well. Our results lead to significant mod-
eling simplification and don’t require investments in lookahead
parameter selection.

4.1. Evaluation on large scale task

Finally in Table 5, we compare LC-BLSTM and RC-LSTM
models on our large scale training with over 60k hrs Unified En-
glish data, and evaluate on over 200 hrs task. The LC-BLSTM
model size is 290-MB, it consists of 6 layers with 960 cells
in the forward and backward LSTM cells, that’s projected to
480 nodes. We designed a comparably sized RC-LSTM model
with 6 layers and 1600 cells in each layer that’s projected to
800 nodes. The results conclude that RC-LSTMs have a close
accuracy parity with LC-LBLSTMs (10.8% vs. 10.9% for RC-
LSTM). We have noted that LC-BLSTM computation occurs
in longer data batches with overlapping windows that entails
duplicate computation. The above RC-LSTM incurs an algo-
rithmic latency of 480-ms, whereas, LC-BLSTM has an aver-
age latency of 600 ms, that demonstrates 20% relative reduction
in latency with RC-LSTM. In practice the latency reduction is
even larger as RC-LSTMs computational cost is only 50% of
that for LC-BLSTM, so RC-LSTMs are much quicker to eval-
uate. We also document that the 1st ASR response from LC-
BLSTM incurs a latency of 800-ms, whereas, that’s still 480-
ms for RC-LSTM, thus an absolute saving of over 320-ms in
user-perceived latency for the 1st ASR response.
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Figure 2: Adaptation for RC-LSTM α6
2 parameters in reverber-

ant environments.

4.2. RC-LSTM model adaptation in reverberant conditions

We briefly present a study on RC-LSTM adaptation in rever-
berant environments. The convolution parameters in RC struc-
ture present a very compact set of parameters for developing
adaptation techniques. In Fig. 2 we plot a few α6

2 parameters
for our RC2 model, along with corresponding parameters from
adapting over few digitally synthesized utterances for Small and
Medium rooms. We find α6

2 parameters very indicative of room
reverberation. Theα6

2 values are gradually lower for rooms with
higher reverberation. The average of α6

2[.] decreased from 0.51
for close-talk (clean) condition to 0.49 for Small-Room, and
0.45 for Medium-Room. Above likely reflects the weaker confi-
dence of the model on future states in reverberant environments.
We have also noted similar trends for other α parameters. This
study further speaks to the compactness attributes in RC-LSTM
and enables a quick speaker or environment adaptation in lim-
ited data scenarios.

4.3. Discussion

We designed an experiment to test the implications of time and
“frequency” factorization in RC-LSTM. We expanded the RC
operation for xl+1

t [k] in (7) to include future information from
neighboring k-indexes but that didn’t improve our proposed
RC-LSTM models. Above further shows that time and “fre-
quency” decoupling leads to compact and efficient learning. In
another study we extended (7) to a bidirectional version by em-
bedding past and future information. That treatment for RC4 in
Table 3 resulted in 1% WERR.

The RC-LSTMs increase the corresponding LSTM model
size by less than 1% relative, and yet demonstrate large gains.
We believe the simplicity and compactness of RC operation will
have significant applications for smaller models like GRU [9].
We are also following up this work for end-to-end ASR mod-
els as well as applications beyond ASR. We also acknowledge
Jinyu Li for valuable insights in this work.

5. Conclusion
We presented RC-LSTM acoustic model structure, we demon-
strated big gains over UniLSTM, and accuracy parity with
LC-BLSTM on large scale tasks. We also developed a self-
initialization attribute and conducted experiments to evaluate
the future information across features and hidden layers, and
recommended equal lookahead at all hidden layers. Overall we
report close accuracy parity with state-of-the-art LC-BLSTMs,
20-40% relative reduction in user-perceived latency, and 50%
reduction in computational cost.
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